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When only proportionate mortality data are available to an investigator studying
the effect of an exposure on a particular cause of death, controls must be
selected from among persons dying of other causes believed to be uninfluenced
by the exposure under study. When qualitative or quantitative estimates of
exposure history can be obtained for the deceased Individuals, It is shown that
one can use logistic regression models for the mortality odds to efficiently
estimate the effect of exposure while controlling for relevant confounding factors
by incorporating a priori information on baseline mortality rates available from US
life tables. The proposed method is used to reanalyze data from a cohort of
arsenic-exposed workers in a Montana copper smelter.

epktemiologic methods; models, theoretical; mortality; retrospective studies

In epidemiologic investigations of work-
related mortality, often only deceased
persons are identified. Given such propor-
tionate mortality data, an investigator in-
terested in the effect of an exposure of
interest on a particular cause of death Di
will choose controls from among cohort
members dying of one or more causes D2

which are believed to be uninfluenced by
the exposure under study. Miettinen and
Wang (1) have shown that if death from D2

is uninfluenced by the exposure under
study, then the mortality odds ratio param-
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eter, but not the proportionate mortality
ratio parameter, equals the standardized
mortality ratio parameter. In this paper we
generalize these results. Following Prentice
et al. (2), we demonstrate how parameters
of multivariate models describing the de-
pendence of mortality from cause of death
Dx on an exposure of interest and on var-
ious confounding factors can be efficiently
estimated from proportionate mortality
data using (unconditional) logistic regres-
sion.

Suppose by means of interview and com-
pany records, work histories and qualitative
or quantitative estimates of exposure his-
tory can be obtained for the deceased indi-
viduals. An internal (dose response) com-
parison is then feasible. An internal com-
parison will not be subject to the healthy
worker bias associated with a standard
mortality odds ratio analysis in which the
age-calendar year-specific mortality odds of
the cohort is compared with that of the
general US population. Prentice and Bres-
low (3) and Breslow et al. (4) have shown
that when exposure is not a cause of death
from Z)2, a case-control analysis matching
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on both age and calendar year of death can
yield valid estimates of the relative risk
(rate ratio) for the effect of exposure level
on death from D\. Unfortunately, if the
cohort under study is small in size, a
matched analysis of proportionate mortal-
ity data can be highly inefficient. For ex-
ample, suppose 20-40 deaths from cause D\
and only twice that number from cause D2

are available. If one matches rather pre-
cisely on age and calendar period, many
cases and controls may remain unmatched.
Therefore, matching is typically done on
rather broad categories of age and calendar
period. If the ratio of the age-specific inci-
dence of death from Dx to that of death
from D2 is changing rapidly with age and if
the biologically relevant exposure index is
highly associated with age, then broad cat-
egory matching could lead to significant
intrastratum confounding by age. When
the biologically relevant exposure index is
cumulative exposure (possibly lagged some
number of years to allow for a biologic
latent period), this exposure index would
commonly, although not invariably, be
strongly associated with age.

An alternative to matching on broad cat-
egories of age would be to enter age as an
independent variable in a logistic regres-
sion model for the mortality odds. But if
the effect of age on the mortality odds is
not truly linear on a logistic scale (i.e., the
model is misspecified), and age is associated
with the exposure index, the estimate of
the exposure effect will be biased. If the
investigator decides to enter both a linear
and a quadratic term for age in the logistic
model in order to guard against bias due to
model misspecification, efficiency may suf-
fer because several age parameters must be
estimated from a small sample, and the
standard error for the exposure effect may
increase. If the investigator wishes to fur-
ther guard against bias by entering terms
for calendar period and for age-calendar
period interactions, the standard error for
the exposure effect may increase even fur-
ther. A standard approach to resolving this
tension between bias and variance is to

adjust the exposure effect for, say, a quad-
ratic age effect only when the coefficient
for the age2 term is significantly different
from zero. But, due to lack of power in
small samples, even if the linear logistic
model for the age effect provides a good fit
to the data (i.e., the coefficient for age2 is
not significant), the exposure effect esti-
mate may still be biased if one does not
adjust for the quadratic age effect as well
(5, 6).

In order simultaneously to retain good
efficiency and avoid significant bias, one
would wish to use models that incorporate
assumptions concerning the effect of age
and calendar period on mortality that one
believes are more likely to accurately reflect
reality than the rather arbitrary assump-
tion of a linear logistic age effect. As an
example, suppose one assumes that for each
disease type the ratio of the mortality rate
in the cohort (among the unexposed) to
that of the general US population is con-
stant over age and calendar period. The
particular value for the constant may vary
with disease type. If less than one, the
constant for a particular disease would rep-
resent a disease-specific (multiplicative)
healthy worker effect constant over age and
calendar period. This paper will show how
one may utilize models that incorporate
such a priori assumptions on background
incidence rates to efficiently estimate ex-
posure effects from small proportionate
mortality studies.

Note that one may be uncertain whether
the assumption of "constant disease-spe-
cific healthy worker effects" is likely to be
a more accurate reflection of the true state
of nature than the simple assumption of a
linear logistic effect of age on the mortality
odds. In such a case, we would recommend
that data be analyzed under each assump-
tion so that one may determine whether
changes in (plausible) prior assumptions
(i.e., model choice) would result in large
changes in one's inferences about the ex-
posure effect. That is, one should perform
a sensitivity analysis. If the exposure effect
estimate is insensitive to model choice,
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one's confidence in the accuracy of this
estimate will increase. On the other hand,
if the between-model variation in the effect
estimate is large and each model provides
a good fit to the data, one will (appropri-
ately) remain uncertain as to the true mag-
nitude of the exposure effect (even when
the model-specific "standard errors," rou-
tinely included in the computer output, are
small).

UNCONDITIONAL LOGISTIC REGRESSION

MODELS

Breslow et al. (4) have shown that it is
possible to utilize a priori assumptions on
background incidence rates in a full cohort
analysis. Breslow et al. (4) reanalyzed data
assembled by Lee and Fraumeni (7) on
8,047 arsenic-exposed white males who
worked at a Montana copper smelter for at
least one year between 1937 and 1956. The
analysis by Breslow et al. was based on
follow-up through December 31, 1963, at
which point 142 deaths from lung cancer
(disease Dr) and 714 deaths from cardiac
disease (D2) had occurred.

Following Breslow et al. (4), we assume
that for both heart disease and lung cancer
the relative risk (i.e., rate ratio) for a for-
eign-born person with z1 and z2 cumulative
years of exposure to medium and heavy
concentrations of arsenic, respectively,
compared with an unexposed native-born
cohort member is

exp(/31,,21 (1)

where FB is a covariate that takes the value
1 if the subject was foreign-born and takes
the value 0 otherwise and (/3itl, /S^,, /S3,,) is
a disease-specific column of regression
coefficients (with i indexing disease type).
Equation 1 contains the assumption that
the relative risk is constant over age and
calendar period.

Furthermore, again following Breslow et
al., we assume that the ratio of the disease-
age-calendar-specific mortality rate of an
unexposed native-born cohort member to
that of a member of the US white male
population is constant over age and calen-
dar period. To facilitate the exposition, we

shall refer to the above assumption as the
assumption of disease-specific healthy
worker effects constant over age and cal-
endar period, since the disease-specific con-
stants will often be less than 1. Nonethe-
less, our results remain valid even if the
constant for heart disease, lung cancer or
both diseases exceeds 1.

We now suppose that, in a proportionate
mortality study, an investigator has avail-
able a random sample of the heart disease
and lung cancer deaths in the cohort (the
sampling fractions may differ for the two
causes of death). (One must be sensitive to
the fact that, in practice, the sample of
deaths available for analysis may not be a
representative sample of all the deaths oc-
curring in the cohort.) For each lung cancer
case and heart disease control, data on cal-
endar year and age at death, Z\ and z2, and
FB are available (where zlt z2, and FB are
as defined above). Then, asymptotically un-
biased and efficient estimators of the (es-
timable) unknown parameters are provided
by fitting by the method of unconditional
maximum likelihood the prospective logis-
tic regression model

p(Dl\s,t,z1,z2,FB)

\nRR(s,t) (2)

where /Si = /Su - /3i,2; /32 = fru - 0^; and
03 = 03,i — P32 and ln#fl(s,t) is the natural
logarithm of the ratio of lung cancer to
cardiac mortality rates in US white males
of age t in calendar year s.

From equation 2 it is clear that if cumu-
lative exposure to arsenic was a risk factor
for cardiac death (i.e., 0ii2 and 02# were
unknown and nonzero), then we could not
estimate the parameters 0 U and 0^i which
measure the effect of cumulative arsenic
exposure on lung cancer mortality.

Equation 2 can be intuitively derived by
considering the conditional probability that
a death from lung cancer occurs at time t
in calendar s with covariates z-y, z2, FB,
given that a death from lung cancer or heart
disease has occurred with these specifica-
tions (2, 8). When the sampling fraction of
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one or both of the causes of death is chosen
by the investigator, fitting equation 2 by
unconditional logistic regression can still
be justified by the argument given in the
Appendix.

To actually fit equation 2, we proceed as
follows. For each subject, whether case (D\)
or control (D2), we calculate covariates Z\
and Zi (i.e., cumulative years of medium
and high arsenic exposure up to the sub-
ject's time of death) and FB. We then com-
pute h\RR(s,t) by looking up the age-cal-
endar year-specific US white male death
rates for lung cancer and cardiac disease
appropriate for the age and calendar year
of the subject's death and taking the natu-
ral log of the ratio. Thus, for each subject
we have four covariates plus their case and
control status. Equation 2 differs from a
usual logistic regression model only in that
the coefficient for the covariate hxRR(s,t)
is not estimated from the data but is as-
sumed a priori to be 1. Such constraints on
parameter values can be incorporated by
using the offset command in the GLIM3
system (9) or by using the SAS program
NLIN (10).

A test of the a priori assumption that the
disease-specific healthy worker effects are
constant over age and calendar period is
afforded by fitting equation 2 with a param-
eter, 04, for covariate \nRR(s,t) uncon-
strained. If a 95 per cent confidence inter-
val for 04 includes 1, the data are consistent
with the prior assumption of constant
healthy worker effects. An alternate test of
the assumption of a constant healthy
worker effect would be to add to equation
2 terms of the form 04 age + 06 calendar
year (11). If joint 95 per cent confidence
intervals for 04 and 06 include 1, the data
are again consistent with the assumption
of constant healthy worker effects.

WORKED EXAMPLES

Example 1.

In table 1 we use a variety of different
analytic approaches to estimate the param-
eters of equation 1 for death from lung
cancer. Columns 1 and 2 of the table are

taken directly from Breslow et al. (4). Col-
umn 1 represents fitting equation 1 from
the full copper smelter cohort data using
the Cox proportional hazard model. The
lung cancer age-calendar-specific baseline
hazards (incidences) are treated as nui-
sance parameters in a Cox analysis. The
analysis represented in column 2 also uti-
lizes full cohort data but, in contrast to a
Cox analysis, incorporates the a priori as-
sumption that the healthy worker effect for
lung cancer is constant over age and cal-
endar period. The rows labeled "medium
arsenic," "heavy arsenic," and "foreign-
born" contain estimates of the coefficients
0i.i, 02,i, and 03,i. In column 3 are the
estimates of 0i, 02, and 03 (defined follow-
ing equation 2) obtained by fitting equation
2 by unconditional logistic regression using
data on the 142 lung cancer deaths and 714
cardiac deaths. The analysis generating col-
umn 4 is identical to that generating col-
umn 3 with the exception that the coeffi-
cient 04 of lnRR{s,t) is no longer con-
strained to be 1. The estimate of 04 is given
in the row labeled "lnRR(s,t).n The analysis
generating column 5 is identical to that
generating column 4 with the exception
that the covariate \nRR(s,t) is replaced by
a covariate representing a person's age in
years at time of death (i.e., it represents a
linear logistic model for the age effect). The
estimate of the age effect is reported in the
row labeled "age." Column 6 is identical to
column 5 except that the covariate age2 is
added.

Column 7 represents the result of a
"stratified (i.e., category-matched) analy-
sis" in which strata are defined by joint
five-year intervals of age and calendar pe-
riod. The row labeled "cases" demonstrates
that 142 — 139 = 3 cases were in strata with
no controls. Similarly, 710 - 665 = 45
controls were in strata with no cases. The
logistic regression model

(3)

where k is a stratum indicator was fit by
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TABLE 1

Lung cancer mortality: methods of analysis of Montana copper smelter data (5)

Column*

Casest
Controlst

Covanates
Foreign-born

Heavy arsenic
(years)

Medium arsenic
(years)

\r\RR(s,t)t

Age

Age1

Full cohort

Cox

1

142

0.725
(0.20)

0.060
(0.013)

0.022
(0.007)

US rates

2

142

0.76
(0.18)

0.058
(0.013)

0.022
(0.007)

ln«fl, 0 =

3

142
710

0.72
(0.21)

0.053
(0.017)

0.022
(0.009)

Proportionate mortality using cardiac controls

Unconditional

1 lnflfl

4

142
710

0.73
(0.22)

0.065
(0.018)

0.022
(0.010)

1.15
(0.26)

Age

5

142
710

0.73
(0.23)

0.054
(0.017)

0.025
(0.009)

-0.006
(0.007)

Age + age1

6

142
710

0.73
(0.24)

0.064
(0.018)

0.025
(0.010)

-0.002
(0.035)

-0.0006
(0.0015)

Matched

5-year

7

139
665

0.74
(0.22)

0.054
(0.019)

0.023
(0.010)

10-year

8

140
695

0.75
(0.21)

0.052
(0.018)

0.022
(0.009)

* Each column corresponds to a different method of analysis as described in the text. The headings immediately above the
column numbers are abbreviated descriptions of the analyses associated with the columns.

t The rows labeled "cases" and "controls," respectively, give the number of cases and controls used in each analysis.
t \nRR(s,t) is the natural logarithm of the ratio of lung cancer to cardiac mortality rates in US white males of age t in

calendar year 8.
§ Parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses).

matched conditional logistic regression be-
cause of the large number of nuisance pa-
rameters, 00* (12). The analysis represented
in column 8 is equivalent to that repre-
sented in column 7, with the exception that
strata were defined by joint 10-year levels
of age and calendar period. As such, fewer
cases and controls were left without
matches. The entries in the body of the
table give estimates of coefficients with
standard errors in parentheses.

Table 2 presents results of analysis per-
formed on a random sample of 43 lung
cancer cases and 215 cardiovascular con-
trols in order to bring out the effects of
small sample sizes. To facilitate compari-
sons with table 1, the columns in table 2
are labeled with the column numbers of the
corresponding columns in table 1.

Summary of results

We first consider table 1. In the two full
cohort analyses, neither the estimates nor

standard errors of the arsenic coefficients
were changed by incorporation into the
analysis of the additional assumption of a
constant healthy worker effect. Breslow et
al. (4) show that this result is to be theo-
retically expected if cumulative exposure is
unassociated with age and calendar period.
Surprisingly, as Breslow et al. (4) show, in
this data set cumulative exposure is only
weakly associated with age and calendar
period. The results presented in column 3
demonstrate that the effect of country of
birth and of cumulative exposure to me-
dium or heavy arsenic concentrations on
mortality from cardiac disease must be
small, since the estimated coefficients
found in column 3 (i.e., ft, ft, ft) are nearly
identical to those in columns 1 and 2 (i.e.,
0u , 02,i, 03.i)• The standard errors found
in column 3 are only 10 to 20 per cent
greater than those in columns 1 and 2, even
though data on only 842 rather than 8,042
cohort members had to be collected. This
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TABLE 2

Methods of analysis for a subsample of lung cancer cases and cardiac controls*

Column

Cases
Controls

Covariates
Foreign-born

Heavy arsenic
(years)

Medium arsenic
(years)

\nRR(s,t)

Age

Age2

lnRfl, 0 - 1

3

43
215

0.77
(0.35)

0.040
(0.026)

0.029
(0.015)

Proportionate mortality

Unconditional

lnftfi

4

43
215

0.79
(0.42)

0.040
(0.029)

0.030
(0.018)

1.07
(0.49)

Age

5

43
215

0.72
(0.41)

0.039
(0.029)

0.027
(0.019)

-0.010
(0.011)

Age + age1

6

43
215

0.73
(0.42)

0.039
(0.030)

0.028
(0.028)

-0.005
(0.047)

Matched

5-year

7

41
98

0.60
(0.50)

0.010
(0.043)

0.028
(0.020)

-0.0004
(0.0025)

10-year

8

42
187

0.69
(0.41)

0.033
(0.031)

0.035
(0.018)

* See table 1 footnotes for definition of the entries.

demonstrates the utility of case-control
analyses. In the case-control analyses, only
a trivial decrease in standard error is af-
forded by utilizing a priori information on
background rates (column 3) when com-
pared to stratifying rather finely on age and
calendar period (column 7). Some theoret-
ical work suggests that this will be the case
when, as in this example, exposure is nearly
uncorrelated with age and calendar period
among the controls, and the exposure effect
is not extreme (12, 13). Since in this data
set exposure is nearly uncorrelated with age
and calendar period in the controls, mis-
specification of the effect of age and cal-
endar period on risk will not lead to sub-
stantial bias in the estimate of exposure
effects. Thus, as expected, we see little
change in the coefficients for heavy and
medium arsenic exposure when modeling
the age dependence of risk as linear on a
logistic scale (column 5) or when stratifying

coarsely on age and calendar period (col-
umn 8).

The coefficient for the age effect is not
significant in the linear logistic model rep-
resented in column 5. This reflects the fact
that, although age is a strong predictor of
mortality from both heart disease and lung
cancer, it is only a weak predictor of the
odds of dying from lung cancer versus heart
disease. Column 6 shows little evidence for
a nonlinear age effect. The standard errors
for the exposure effects in columns 3-6 are
nearly constant. In general, this can only
occur if age and calendar period are neither
correlates of cumulative exposure in the
controls nor predictors of the mortality
odds (5).

In table 2 we examine the effect of a
small sample size. In column 3 of table 2,
the coefficient for the effect of medium
arsenic is only borderline significant (p =
0.06) and the coefficient for heavy arsenic
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is nonsignificant (p = 0.22). In column 7,
neither heavy nor medium arsenic are even
close to being significant even though the
point estimate for the effect of medium
arsenic is unchanged from column 3. The
increase in the standard errors in column 7
reflects the fact that over half the controls
could not be matched to any case. Matching
on 10-year intervals of age and calendar
period markedly increased the number of
controls who could be matched. Corre-
spondingly, the standard errors of the ex-
posure effect estimates decreased.

Even though in table 2 the effect esti-
mates and their standard errors are seen to
be relatively insensitive to the models se-
lected for analysis (with the exception of
column 7), nonetheless it is useful to have
analyzed the data in several different ways.
For example, if we had used only the linear
logistic model for the age effect (column 5),
we would have remained uncertain as to
whether the estimate of the exposure effect
might be biased due to failure to correctly
model the possibly nonlinear dependence
of the mortality odds on age, calendar pe-
riod, and age-calendar period interactions.
The results shown in column 3 suggest no
such bias occurred.

Example 2

We now give an example in which the
assumption of constant disease-specific
healthy worker effects results in a marked
improvement in efficiency. In this example,
Dx represents death from cardiac disease
and D2 death from all other causes. The
analysis is restricted to the subcohort of
copper smelter workers who were hired be-
tween 1935 and 1955 and who were age 20-
22 years at time of hire. Follow-up infor-
mation on this subcohort was available
through 1977. In order to bring out the
effect of small sample size, 30 deaths from
cardiovascular disease and 60 deaths from
other causes were sampled from the sub-
cohort. In this example, we assume that the
relative risk depends on "cumulative expo-
sure" and "years since last at work" through
the equation

exp(ft,ce + feoff + feoff2) (4)

where ce = (number of years of low arsenic
exposure + 2 times the number of years of
medium arsenic exposure + 3 times the
number of years of heavy arsenic exposure);
and off is the number of years since last at
work.

In table 3, we use a variety of analytic
approaches to estimate the parameters of
equation 4 for death from heart disease.
Column 1 represents the results of a nested
case-control analysis within the subcohort
in which, for each of the 30 cardiovascular
deaths, 25 controls were sampled at random
from those subcohort members who were
at risk at the death age of the case and who
were born within three years of the case
(14, 15). For the controls, ce and off were
evaluated at the death age of the case.
Column 2 is similar to column 1, except
that the cases represent the 60 persons
dying of noncardiovascular diseases. Col-
umn 3 gives estimates of ft, ft, and /33 (as
defined following equation 2) obtained by
fitting a modified version of equation 2 (in
which zlt z2, FB have been replaced by ce,
off, off2) to data on the 30 cardiac cases and
the 60 control deaths by unconditional lo-
gistic regression. In column 4, the coeffi-
cient of h\RR(s,t) is no longer constrained
to be 1. In column 5, lnRR(s,t) is replaced
by a linear age effect. In column 6, a quad-
ratic age effect is added.

We now summarize the results found in
table 3. The difference between the column
1 and column 2 estimates of the coefficients
for cumulative exposure, off, and off2 can
be viewed as the estimates of ft, /92, and /33

of the modified version of equation 2 when
control for the joint effects of calendar pe-
riod and age is near perfect. Columns 3-6
provide estimates of the same coefficients
when various model assumptions are used
to control for age and calendar period. The
exposure effect estimate in column 3 is less
than the difference between the column 1
and column 2 estimates by 0.014. The ex-
posure effect estimate in column 5 exceeds
this difference by 0.040. These results sug-
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TABLE 3

Cardiac mortality in a subcohort of a Montana copper smelter: methods of analysis

Nested case-control with
live controls Proportionate mortality using noncardiac controls

Column

Cases
Controls

Covariates
Cumulative exposure

Off*

Off2

\nRR(s,t)

Age

Age2

Cardiac

1

30
750

0.023
(0.019)

0.139
(0.09)

-0.004
(0.003)

Other deaths

2

60
1,500

0.001
(0.016)

0.082
(0.05)

-0.005
(0.001)

lnflfi, 0 - 1

3

30
60

0.008
(0.019)

0.030
(0.057)

-0.001
(0.001)

lnfift

4

30
60

0.017
(0.025)

0.044
(0.063)

-0.001
(0.001)

0.67
(0.65)

Age

5

30
60

0.062
(0.037)

0.125
(0.066)

-0.0012
(0.001)

-0.080
(0.069)

Age + age"

6

30
60

0.055
(0.042)

0.109
(0.072)

-O.O010
(0.001)

0.742
(0.413)

-0.0O80
(0.0O42)

* Off, years since last at work. See table 1 for definition of the other entries.

gest that, as expected, the misspecification
bias in the exposure effect estimate may be
greater under the assumption of a linear
logistic age effect than under the assump-
tion of disease-specific constant healthy
worker effects. (The residual sampling var-
iability is too large for us to come to a
definitive conclusion on this matter.) In
addition, the exposure effect estimate in
column 4 is closer than that in column 3 to
the difference between the column 1 and
column 2 effect estimates, presumably re-
flecting the fact that the model of column
4 incorporates fewer a priori assumptions
than that of column 3. For similar reasons
the effect estimate in column 6 is closer
than that in column 5 to this difference.
Note that there is evidence for a nonmon-
otone effect of the age on the mortality
odds in column 6. Because the age effect in
the data is nonmonotone, the linear logistic
model for age (column 5) failed to detect
much of an age effect.

The most striking aspect of the results

in table 3 is that the standard error for the
exposure effect in column 3 is approxi-
mately 50 per cent of that in column 5 (and
less than 50 per cent of that in column 6).
It follows that, in order to obtain confi-
dence intervals for the exposure effect of a
given length, an investigator who assumed
constant disease-specific healthy worker ef-
fects would require a sample size only one-
fourth as large as that required by an in-
vestigator who assumed a linear logistic
model for age. (In general, each such con-
fidence interval would cover at its nominal
rate only if the model under consideration
is correctly specified.) This result reflects
the strong association of cumulative expo-
sure with age (conditional on years since
last at work) in the subcohort due to the
fact that all subcohort members were ap-
proximately the same age at hire. In fact,
the correlation between the exposure effect
estimate and the age effect estimate in col-
umn 5 is —0.85. In typical proportionate
mortality studies one would expect that the
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gain in efficiency resulting from the as-
sumption of constant healthy workers
would be less extreme than the gain found
in this example, but more extreme than the
small gains found in our first example.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In small proportionate mortality studies
if age and/or calendar period (or the inter-
actions between age and calendar period)
are strong predictors of mortality odds and/
or strong correlates of the relevant expo-
sure index in the controls, an investigator
can simultaneously retain good efficiency
and guard against bias by specifying real-
istic models for baseline mortality rates
that incorporate information on baseline
rates derived from US mortality tables (as
in table 3, column 3). Such models can be
fit to the study data using the methods
shown in this paper. If age and calendar
period are only weak predictors of the mor-
tality odds and weak correlates of the rele-
vant exposure index, then coarse stratifi-
cation on age and calendar period (as in
column 8, table 2) or the use of mathemat-
ically convenient parsimonious logistic
models for the mortality odds (as in table
2, column 5) will efficiently control con-
founding.

We stress that it can be quite important
to have correctly specified one's models for
causes of death Di and D2 with respect to
all important confounders. For example,
the magnitude of the healthy worker effect
for heart disease measured on a ratio scale
is known to decrease with increasing num-
ber of years from initial hire. To control for
this effect we might, for example, add the
term (34(t - th) to equation 2 where th is age
at hire and t is age at death. Similarly, since
US rates are published only for five-year
intervals of age and calendar period, if
lnRR(s,t) varied sharply with age and cal-
endar period, then published US rates
would probably require interpolation.

As another example, suppose data on
cigarette smoking history were available for
cohort members and that we could ade-
quately model the effect of cigarette smok-

ing on lung cancer and cardiac mortality by
adding the term /34,,PY to the expression in
parentheses in equation 1 (where PY is
pack-years). One might suppose that we
could estimate the unknown parameters of
equation 1 from proportionate mortality
data by modifying equation 2 through the
addition of the term ^ P Y to the right side
of the equation. The supposition is not
correct since the ratio of the lung cancer
and heart disease mortality rates of unex-
posed, native born, nonsmoking cohort
members to the mortality rates of the gen-
eral US white male population (which con-
tains over 30 per cent smokers) would de-
crease with age. In this setting, we might
consider the following modeling strategies.
One strategy would be to replace the lung
cancer and heart disease mortality rates of
US white males with those of nonsmoking
US white males (obtained from the Amer-
ican Cancer Society follow-up study of one
million Americans) when computing the
covariate \nRR(s,t) for inclusion in the
modified version of equation 2 that includes
the covariate £4PY. Alternately, suppose
rough estimates of the lifetime cumulative
exposure to cigarettes at age t and calendar
year s of an average US white male at risk
at (s,t) are available from external sources.
Then it might be suitable to continue to
use US white male rates in computing
lnRR(8,t) if, for a study subject dying at
age t and calendar year s, the difference
between their lifetime cumulative exposure
to cigarettes and that of an average US
white male alive at (s,t) was used in place
of pack-years as the "smoking covariate" in
the analysis.

As one last example, consider the empir-
ical observation that unexposed persons
who leave employment at any age (say, 40
years) prior to age 65 have higher age-
specific mortality rates for cardiovascular
disease than unexposed persons who con-
tinue at work past that age (at least, in
part, because disabled workers tend to leave
employment). We refer to this phenomenon
as the healthy worker survivor effect. It
follows that "time since last at work" is
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both an independent risk factor for death
and is associated with (in fact, is a deter-
minant of) cumulative exposure (since in-
dividuals off work receive no further expo-
sure). As such, an analysis that ignores time
since last at work will tend to underesti-
mate the effect of cumulative exposure on
cardiac disease. Therefore, one may wish to
adjust for time since last at work as we did
in equation 4. Unfortunately, controlling
for time since last at work may itself result
in an underestimate of the effect of expo-
sure on cardiac mortality, when, for certain
persons, leaving employment is a proxy for
the (unrecorded) onset of disabling cardiac
disease. This reflects the fact that control-
ling for time since last at work may be
tantamount to controlling for an interme-
diate variable (onset of disabling cardiac
disease) on the causal pathway from expo-
sure to death. If such is the case, special
analytic approaches are necessary (16-18).
(The above remarks would apply whether
cardiac deaths are cases (as in example 2)
or controls (as in example 1).)

An interesting generalization of the
methods covered in this paper has recently
been described by Andersen et al. (19).

Finally, we note that the methods de-
scribed in this paper are easily generalized
to incorporate parametric models for the
background rates and generalized (i.e.,
nonexponential) relative risk functions.
Details are provided in the Appendix.
These generalizations will be essential
when the baseline mortality rate for unex-
posed cohort members explicitly depends
on the parameters of interest to the inves-
tigator. For example, in estimating the
number of stages in a multi-stage model of
lung cancer from proportionate mortality
data, a case-control analysis that matches
on age would be grossly inefficient because
most of the information on the number of
stages is contained in the shape of the age-
incidence curve. An efficient analysis would
involve modeling for lung cancer the age-
exposure specific incidence curve in accord-
ance with the predictions of the multi-stage
theory.
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APPENDIX

In occupational epidemiology, additive excess rela-
tive risk models and multistage cancer models often
have greater biologic plausibility than the exponential
relative risk model of equation 1. This appendix will
show how to use proportionate mortality data to esti-
mate the parameters of these nonexponential relative
risk models.

Suppose the age-specific incidence of disease i at
age t in calendar year s can be modeled as

yu(t IP.J) - r,(pa)yu.(t | Z - 0), (A.1)

where j3, is a disease-specific column of regression
coefficients, o are known (generalized relative risk)
functions, Z is a vector of covariates that include an
exposure of interest and relevant confounding factors
and their interactions, and Z • 0 refers to persons
with baseline levels of these covariates. Thus, y^(t | Z
— 0) is the mortality rate from disease i of an individ-
ual with baseline covariates at age t and calendar year
s, and rf(j3(,Z) is the relative risk (i.e., the rate ratio)
for an individual having covariates Z relative to some-
one with baseline covariates. By definition r((/3,, Z •
0) = l.

Further, following Breslow et al. (4), we will assume
that

•yu(t | Z - 0) = rn(t,s,9,)yi^(to, 2 - 0 ) (A.2)

where m are known functions, Bi are unknown param-
eters, and 7ij,(to, Z • 0) is the baseline disease-specific
mortality rate at some arbitrarily chosen age and
calendar date (i.e., for each disease type the ratio of
the age-calendar period-specific baseline mortality
rates to that of the baseline mortality rate at (to, «<,),
rrt(t,s,0(), is known except possibly for a vector of
unknown parameters, 6,). Let T = (0i,0i,$i,6i). Then,
following Prentice et al. (2), we obtain the following:

Theorem: If equation A.I and equation A.2 hold and
the data consist of random samples of deaths from
causes Di and Dt, then (under standard regularity
conditions) asymptotically unbiased and efficient es-
timators of the identifiable parameters in T can be
obtained by fitting, by the method of unconditional
maximum likelihood, the prospective logistic (nonlin-
ear) regression model

In
p(Di\t,Z,,Z,s)~\

•2,s)\

Furthermore, the inverse of the formal observed or
expected information of the prospective model evalu-
ated at the parameter estimates consistently estimates
the asymptotic variance of the parameter estimators.

Before sketching a proof, we show how one can use
equation A.3 to fit nonlinear logistic models. To clarify
our notation, we first rediscuss the exponential rela-
tive risk model used in example 1.

Example Al—an exponential relative risk model
Let r((/3(rZ) be equation 1 for both disease 1 (lung
cancer) and disease 2 (heart disease). Let rrAt^fii) be
the known ratio of the mortality rate for disease i
among US white males at age t and calendar year s to
the rate among US white males at age to and calendar
year «o- (fc and «o can be chosen arbitrarily.) Then
equation A.3 is exactly equivalent to equation 2 upon
writing ^ , » a 0 - lnfti?(so,£o) where a0 is defined by
equation A.3. (#> and lnRR(sc,tc) are as denned in and
following equation 2.)

Example A2—an additive excess relative risk model:
Example A2 is similar to example Al, except that we
shall replace the exponential relative risk model with
the additive excess relative risk model ri(Pi,z) = 1 +
Puz where z is cumulative exposure to arsenic. Then,
the final term on the right side of equation A.3 is of
the form

rather than

ln[exp{(/Ju -

(A.4)

(A.5)

- Cto + mttjAll + Jfij&fil (A-,)
n-,(t,s,<Wj lr,(P,JZ)]

as in an exponential relative risk model. In an expo-
nential relative risk model, only the function in equa-
tion A.5 can be estimated (i.e., is identifiable). Thus,
jSu and /Jij are not separately identifiable, since the
function in equation A.5 depends only on their differ-
ence. In contrast, in the additive excess relative risk
model, /9U and 0u are both identifiable, provided 0 U

^ Pi3, since knowledge of the estimable function in
equation A.4 allows one to compute both 0i,i and /3M.
Thus, in theory, if one knew that the dose-response
for causes of death D, and Dt was of an additive excess
relative risk form, one could estimate the effect of
exposure on cause of death Di (i.e., estimate 0 U ) from
proportionate mortality data, even when exposure was
a risk factor for cause of death Dt (Le., /3i4 T4 0)!
Unfortunately, if one even slightly misspecified the
form of the dose-response curve (as is inevitable),
one's inferences concerning the effect of exposure on
Di would be seriously in error if exposure was a strong
risk factor for Dt. Thus, in practice, we suggest never
using, as a control disease, a disease for which expo-
sure is believed to be a risk factor. It follows that in
actually fitting an additive excess relative risk model
we would use ln(l + 0 u z ) as the final term on the
right side of equation A.3. The SAS procedure NLJN
can be used to carry out the computations.

Example A3: Suppose one assumes a priori that for
cause of death Du lung cancer, exposure affected a
single stage of a k stage multi-stage cancer process as
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originally described by Armitage and Doll (20). Then,
rl(Pi£)rrl(t,s,8l) = t^'/to*"1 + a, JS d(u)(t -
u)k'i~1u'~1du where d\u) is the dose at time u, i is the
stage affected, and a, is an unknown constant (21).
Suppose that the control disease, D3, is heart disease
and that we assume r2(#j,z) • 1 and rrt(t,s,8t) is
known and is as in example Al. Then the unknown
parameters T = (i,fe,a2) can be estimated, using the
SAS procedure NLIN, from the nonlinear logistic
regression model of equation A.3 upon recognizing
that we can rewrite the right side of equation A.3 as
ao + ln(r,(|81,z)rr1(t,s,fli)) - In(r2(/3,,z)rr,(t,s,fl,)).

Finally, we sketch a heuristic proof of the theorem.
Let x «= (t,s£) represent age, calendar date, and
covariate history up to («,£)• Define Xo = (to,«o, Z • 0)
and A, » (0,,0,). Let f,(xAt) • r((j9(,Z)rri(£>s,0j) so
that /i(io,A() = 1. We view the observed cohort as
having been sampled from a large near-infinite super-
population. Let gj be the total number of years indi-
vidual j was at risk (i.e., under active follow-up).
Independent left, right, and interval censoring are
allowed but do not contribute to gj. Let G=~Lgj where
the sum is over all members of the superpopulation.
Consider the following two-stage procedure for select-
ing a value of x. Sample a person at random from the
superpopulation such that the probability of selecting
individual; is gj/G. Next, for the sampled individual;',
choose g at random from the uniform distribution on
[0^,]. Let x be the value of x for individual j after g
years at risk, x has a well defined distribution under
the above two-stage procedure with density h(x).
Then, equation A.I and A.2 imply

p(x\Dt) J ft(xAi)h(x) dx'
(A.6)

Therefore,

7(x,A,,A,)

But A.7 is exactly equivalent to equations 3 and 5 of
Prentice and Pyke (22), except that the exponential
relative risk function is replaced by the generalized
relative risk function T( I ,AI ,AI ) . But the results of
Prentice and Pyke are valid for any generalized rela-
tive risk function. In addition, their results only re-
quired that their equations 3 and 5 held (our A.7 in
the generalized relative risk context) and the statisti-
cal independence of the observations. Thus, our theo-
rem follows immediately from the results of Prentice
and Pyke.

The above proof suggests that, if full cohort data
were available, we could use the following case-control
design: 1) Sample controls j at random from the ob-
served cohort with control selection probabilities &/G
where now the sum defining G is over the subjects in
the observed cohort. 2) Choose a value of x for each
sampled control j as in the above proof of the theorem.
3) Using the SAS procedure NLIN, fit equation A-3,
modified so that Ds refers to the controls chosen above,
rr,(t,s, 6t) - 1, and r,(/9,,Z) - 1.

Evaluation of the statistical properties of this de-
sign would be of interest


